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Our 4th Indian Division is conducting its withdrawal in the JEBEL AKDAR

east of BARCE in close contact with the enemy, who is following up this

movement in considerable strength.

On 31st January at MARAUA the 11th Indian Infantry Brigade carried out

a successful counter attack in which many casualties were inflicted on the

enemy. Yesterday the same Brigade again counter-attacked and checked the

enemy in the SLONTA area. In the area north-east of MSUS our mobile columns

continue their offensive activities. Yesterday an enemy mechanised column

ms engaged and four vehicles were captured with some prisoners.

Throughout the course of yesterday's operation our air forces continued

to render effective support to operations on land while our bombers during

night 31 January/1 February attacked mechanical transport columns in the

area AGHEILA - JEDABYA stalling a number of fires.

The 7th Indian, Infantry Brigade which was covering BENGHAZI before

our evacuation of the town and port has now returned to bases in East CYRENAICA

almost intact as regards fighting personnel. During night 28/29 when the

decision to evacuate BENGHAZI was taken after the encirclement of the area

by strong axis forces this brigade decided to break out southwards. This

operation was successfully carried out in the face of abnormally difficult

conditions. Surrounded by German and Italian tank formations strongly

supported by motorised infantry the 7th Indian Infantry Brigade boldly broke

through inflicting casualties and taking prisoners in the course of their

march over two hundred miles of desert in most of which enemy columns were

operating.

The necessary engineer and other units to carry out the prearranged
demolition programme in BENGHAZI had perforce to be left behind at that place

and it is feared were unable to effect their withdrawal.
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